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Truman Speaks On Campus
Former President Harry S. Truman was presented by the newly
organized Public Affairs Forum of Boston College yesterday afternoon
at Roberts Center. Most of the Democratic party nominees for state
office accompanied Mr. Truman in his first trip to the campus. Congressman John W. McCormack was the intermediary in arranging the lastminute plans for the former president's visit. An overflow crowd
attended.
The Public Affairs Forum, organized by Reverend Robert McEwen,
S.J., Chairman of the Economics Department, will serve the important
function on campus of keeping students alert to pertinent political problems. The Forum has no party affiliations. A large student liaison committee for the Forum which will be made up of delegates from each of
the Student Senates and from the extra-curricular activities, is in the
process of formation.
Volunteers from the CBA Student Senate served as ushers for Mr.
Truman's appearance.

Panel Discussions Feature
On-Campus Lawyer's Day
The Boston College Law School cussions will be held. The Honorwill hold its annual Boston College able Eugene A. Hudson, associate
Lawyer's Day at St. Thomas More Justice of the Superior Court, will
Hall. This will be followed in the
afternoon by an Institute for College-Pre-Legal Directors.
The Alumni Association, the
Dean and faculty of the Law

moderate a panel in a discussion
on "Law, Medicine, and Personal
Injuries". A second panel whose
topic is "Some Realities in Estate
Planning" will be moderated by
Paul B. Sargent, Esq.
The Honorable John F. Kennedy,
Senator from Massachusetts, will
be the featured speaker at the
luncheon. Senator Kennedy will
speak on "Labor and the Law; The
Responsibility of the Legal Profession." The topic, which became
crystalized by the so-called Kennedy-Ives Bill; was a much debated
subject in the last session of Congress and is still one of the major
issues of the present political campaign.
Directly following the football
game, an Institute for College PreLegal Directors will take place. In
order to assist those called upon to
guide students anxious for a career

SENATOR KENNEDY
School invite the alumni of the Law
School and all other lawyers who
have attended B.C. to participate in
this activity. A varied and stimulating program will be offered in St.
Thomas More Hall where the atmosphere of open house promises
to create a congenial and enjoyable
gathering for all.
The schedule of activities will begin with a Requiem Mass at St.
Ignatius Church which will be
offered for the deceasedalumni and
faculty of the B.C. Law School. Fr.
Drinan, Dean, will give the sermon.
Following the Mass, two panel dis-

in law, the B.C. Law School has
arranged this discussion. Two exceptionally qualified speakers will
address those attending. Malcolm
D. Talbott, Professor of Law and
Assistant to the Dean at Rutgers
University Law School, will give an
addresson "Pre-Legal Education in
America today." Robert M. Segal,
distinguished Boston attorney, has
chosen "Is the Legal Profession
Overcrowded" as his topic.
The campus will be visited twice
next week by U. S. Senator John
F. Kennedy. On Thursday, October
30, at 3:00 P.M. in Bapst Library
Auditorium, the Senator will give
an address, sponsored by the B.C.
Young Democrats. Immediately following the address, Senator Kennedy intends to greet personally
every student he possibly can.

Swiss Influence Colors "Heights"
A foreign flavor has been added
to the Managing Board of The
Heights and to the Sports Department in the appointment of J. Gerald Fitzgibbons A&S '59 as CoEditor of the Sports Department.
He will be working with Thomas
Hughes, the other Co-Editor.
Gerry, as he is called by all,
attended Fribourg University in

Study Abroad Program offered by
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Besides Tic Heights, Gerry participates in the Marquette Debating
Society, Writers Workshop, and is
presently a member of the World
Relation League and the Connecticut Club.
Gerry hails from Hartford, Conn,
and is presently living in O'Connell
Switzerlandlast year on the Junior Hall.

Hayes to Head
List of Eminent
Coe Lecturers
In addition to the Humanities
Series the Boston College University Lectures Series includes on its
1958-59 program a number of lectures on American Civilization.
These lectures will be sponsored by
the Coe Foundation of New York,
and, exclusive of January, will be
monthly features beginning in October and terminating in April.
Never before has the University
presented so many exceptional
speakers whose topics promise to
reveal the subtle facts that make
up this civilization in which we
live, of which we are a part.
The list of speakers and the
dates of their appearances are as
follows:

NATIONAL FOUNDATION HONORS
WORK OF FATHER BEZUSZKA

The need for a fresh approach to the teaching of mathematics, long supported by Rev. Stanley Bezuszka, S.J., Chairman of the Mathematics Department, received a substantial
boost this week when the National Science Foundation announced that they have awarded the University a grant of
$200,000 to further the work of the Institute of Modern Mathematics.

Originally founded several years N.S.F. grant falls among these,
from the along with a $25,000 grant from the
N.S.F., the Institute has been used Ford Foundation with which Fr.
by over 300 teachers representing Bezuszka teaches classes on Satur27 high schools throughout the day mornings in the School of Educountry. It arose from a general cation. (Visitors, incidentally, are
dissatisfaction of students with the frequent and encouraged at these
current teaching methods and from Saturday morning sessions.)
demands of our technological culThe Institute's program hopes to
ture here in the West.
instill the new precepts and conFr. Bezuszka inaugurated a spec- cepts of modern mathematics in the
ial course in the teaching of modern teaching profession where the promathematics this past summer.
High School students and teachers
from Greater Boston took part in
the highly successful six-week
ago on a $10,000 grant

October 27
schedule. The course embodies the
revolutionary concepts, fresh apCarlton J. Hayes
"Europe and American Civiliza- proaches, and new techniques in
modern mathematics; it was detion"
signed to develop an independently
December 10
critical attitude and a true spirit of
scientific analysis in the students.
Allan Nevins
Although aimed primarily at the
"Business and American Civiliza9th grade student, the influence of
tion"
the Institute will affect teaching
February 12
from the elementary grades to the
Junior and Senior years in high
Clinton Rossiter
Thus, the college-bound stuschool.
"Crisis of the American Political dent will
be able to take an equivTradition"
alent of four years of math in only
three years, combining college
March 18
math
and physics in his senior year.
Charles Callan Tansill
Such students entering B.C. can
"America Faces Russia"
specialize immediately and begin
graduate work during senior year,
April 20
cutting
the time needed to obtain
Oscar Handlin
a master's degree in half.
of
Impact
Immigrant
"The
the
Events have taken such a big
on American Civilization"
turn in just the past year that
The man heading the list of most of the public is still unaware
speakers is probably to us at B.C. of how great a crisis in education
the most well known of the five the United States now faces. The
scholars. He is visiting Professor of government, however, has taken
History at this University during this factor into consideration and
this fall term, and he is one of the augmented considerably its old polauthors of"The History of Europe" icy of awards and grants. The
by Hayes, Baldwin and Cole. These
are among the long, impressive list
of distinctions which Dr. Hayes has
won during an edifying life of

Stylus Plans
Art Exhibits

scholarship.
Our Visiting Professor of HisFour art exhibits will be presenttory graduated from Columbia in
1904 and went on to win his M.A. ed on campus during the year by
and Doctorate. After Service with the STYLUS in cooperation with
the Humanities Lecture Series, Sam
(Continued on Page 10)
Blair, Stylus Editor, announced last
Tuesday.

Cross & Crown Names
GavinKnight Commander
In perpetuating the Order of the
Cross and Crown, the Arts and
Sciences Honor Society, Rev. William Y. E. Casey this week released
for publication the names of the
seniors elected for the 1958-59 academic year.
Chosen for this honor on the basis of scholarship and participation
in extra-curricular activities, were:
Knight Commander, Carney E. Gavin; Marshals: Edward W. Callahan, Jr., Robert F. Dennehy, Daniel
J. Geagan, John J. McCormack, Jr.;
Members: Samuel R. Blair, Francis
E. Collins, Jr., John H. Dempsey,
Ernest W. Femeau, Jr., John G.
Fitzgibbon, John F. Flynn, Joseph
F. Furcinitti, Thomas F. Halpin,
Robert E. Kellan, Paul F. Kelly,
Maurice E. Lapierre, John A. Madden, Charles B. McCullagh, Ralph

(Continued on Page 2)

The first exhibit, entitled "Simplicity in Catholic Church Architec-

ture," will be on view the week of
November 9. It will offer thirty
large photos of modern churches in
Germany, France and the United
States, including the Matisse chapel at Vence in France; the St.
John's Abbey at Oollegeville, Minnesota, and Notre Dame dv Haut
chapel of Corbussier.
Included also will be scale models of the circular church designed
by McNulty and Fawcett of Cambridge, to be built soon in the Archdiocese of Boston, and of a new
South American Church designed
by Jose Luis Sert, Dean of the
Graduate School of Design at
Harvard.
Other exhibits will present the
satiric drawings of Saul Steinberg,
during January 1959. In March the
annual STYLUS competition for
paintings, sculpture and prints by
students, faculty members and the
alumni will be held.
Fine Arts Week, beginning April
twelfth, will be featured by an ex(Continued on Page 10)

REV. STANLEY BEZUSZKA, S.J
gram has been generally received
with enthusiasm. Remarking, "the
beaten path is for the beaten
teacher", Father Bezuszka emphasized the need of vigorous effort
to abandon the conventional and
now outmoded thinking on mathe-

matics, (see photo page 3).

Eliminate Seniors
From Yearbook
Today is the final day for the
taking of pictures for the 1959 Sub
Turri. All seniors who wish to be
included in the yearbook should
have had their portraits taken by
now, unless they have made special

with the SUB TURRI.
Those who have not yet been
photographed and who have not
notified the yearbook staff of this
before 5:30 P. M. Tuesday will automatically be eliminated from the
book. Notification may be given in
person (see Frank Martin, Senior
Editor, Room 101 of the Student
Activities Building) by phone (DE
arrangements

2-3490), or by mail (Sub Turri,
Boston College, Chestnut Hill 67,
Mass.)

The Sub Turri regrets that no
exceptions to this rule can be made.

Because of the deadlines which
must be met no arrangements can
be made after Tuesday for those
few students who were not photographed during the three weeks the
Sub Turri photographer was on
campus.

CONDOLENCES

Prayers are requested for

the soul of the father of
Patricia Clark, Sch. of Ed. '62,
and John Clark, CBA '61.

2
NSA Announces Date
For Placement Exams

31jf Bj?igljtis
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AKSPI Names Pledges

conduct professional qualification
tests to determine eligibility for
employment by N.S.A. All Graduate students and all seniors who
major in Economics, Political Science, History, Geography, International Affairs, Journalism, and
Area Studies are eligible.
The tests will be conducted, December 6, 1958, at Boston College.
Bulletins of information are available at the Placement Office in
Alumni Hall. Registration closes

November 29, 1958.
Most of the job opportunities in
N.S.A. fall within four categories:
research, technical, language, and Mr. Arthur Koelbcl presents the annual Haskins and Sells award to
support. If an applicant's major Mr. William F. Connell, CBA '59 at the annual Accounting Academy
has not equipped him adequately Luncheon.

for one of these openings, he may
receive further training through
N.S.A.
N.S.A. is part of the Department
of Defense, within the framework
of the Federal Service. The agency
is almost independent of the Federal Civil Service. It may set its
own standards and conduct its own
tests entirely free from the Civil
Service System. All appointments
are permanent.

Placement Bureau
Forms Now Ready
Registration

forms

are

now

available at the Placement Bureau
for all Seniors. Regardless of
whether you plan to go into military service, graduate school or
other, you should register at the
Placement Bureau for future use.
Pick up forms now at Placement.
After you have completed your
registration form you will be notified by mail regarding an interview with either the Director of
Placement or his assistant.
Companies will start interviewing seniors at the Placement Bureau in November. Your forms
must be in if you want to see any
company
companies and majors they will be interested in seeing will be in a future issue of
The Heights along with a formal
sign up procedure for all Seniors.

...

.

Connell Winner of Award
Given by Haskins & Sells
The Annual Accounting Academy Luncheon was held on last
Monday afternoon at Alumni Hall,
with over one hundred students
and faculty present. This luncheon
was co-sponsored by Alpha Kappa
Psi, Delta Eta Chapter of Boston
College, a professional fraternity
in business.
The highlight of the afternoon
was the presentation of the Haskins and Sells Foundation Award
by Mr. Arthur Koelbel to Mr. William F. Connell. Mr. Connell is the
President of the Accounting Academy as well as President of Alpha
Kappa Psi and Beta Gamma Sig-

.

Award. The Foundation itself was
formed in 1928, and in its turn
started the student award program
in 1956. This award, intended to

Haskins

and

Foundation

Sells

First Solemn Mass
Celebrated for Boarders

from Boston College in 1955. (He chapel.
Celebrating the Mass will be the
has been assisting Mr. Donaldson
at the Placement Office since Rev. Edward J. Gorman, S.J. AsJune). Any Senior who is inter- sisting him as deacon and subested in the teaching profession deacon will be the Revs. George L.
should see Mr. Morrow. The School Drury, S.J. and Daniel J. Saunof Education will let Seniors know ders, S.J. To provide the singing

when he will be available for in- for the Mass a resident students'
terviews. (Mr. Morrow will also be choir has been formed under the
helping Mr. Donaldson on Senior direction of Rev. Joseph F. Donahue, S.J.
and Alumni Placement).
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Cross and Crown Names Gavin interviewed

by the selection com-

mittee.

(Continued from Page 1)

Although the Order's activities
are limited as a group, its individual members have historically been

the leaders of major campus functions.

DEAN'S LIST OMISSIONS
The name of Donald Marsden, a
Sophomore in CBA was omitted
from the Dean's List printed in
last week's Heights. It should have
been put under Sophomore Year?
Third Honors.
Also attaining Third Honors in
the School of Education was Mary
Quinn, '61.
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I predict the final score of the Boston College
game will be:
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tivities, with advice on "when"
and "how" and "how many" to
join, and University mores. For
purposes of more effective communication, the entire Freshman
class is subdivided into ten groups.
Each topic is assigned to two or
more teams. There are ten teams
comprising twenty students. They
discuss the four topics on a rotating basis throughout the first semester. Briefing of upperclassmen
on these topics takes place in several sessions beginning in May for
the following fall. This year the
burden of briefing fell to the Junior team members who participated as Sophomores last year.
Student chairman is Charles Robinson, '60 and co-chairman is Sheila
Nugent, '61. Faculty advisors are
Miss Kinnane and Dr. Cotter. Student team members are: James
Russell, Donna Mason, Charles
Robinson, William O'Connor, Geraldine Amore, Patricia Stankunas,
Margaret Hinchey, Brenda Crowley, Edith Cacowski, John Brock,
Patricia Kenney, Eddie Madden,
Maureen O'Brien, Nancy Bonnazzolli, Tim Brady, John Altieri,
Thomas Crowley, Paul Hurd, Richard Pearson and Patricia Jarack.

HEIGHTS FOOTBALL CONTEST

"4

t;|;

panels are followed by a question
and answer period.
The topics in University Social
Life are: Student Government,
University Structure, Student Ac-
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A Mendel Club meeting was recently held at which Fr. William
Sullivan, S.J., Chairman of the
Biology Department, was the guest
speaker. He was introduced by the
moderator of the club and PreMedical Advisor Fr. George Drury,

R. Moore, John O'Connor, William
J. Parks, William L. Powers, Samuel F. Scott, Robert M. Trahe,
Francis E. Wanat.
Membership in the Order of the
S.J.
requires a cumuFr. Sullivan's lecture concerned Cross and Crown
average and an active
lative
"B"
Departthe plans for the Biology
participation in activities which
ment in the future regarding un- "foster the cultural aspects of coldergraduate and graduate pro- lege life." Candidates are chosen by
grams.
the previous years members. This
A large attendance was noted, list of outstanding Juniors is then
reviewed by Rev. Alexander G.
with many Freshmen making their Duncan, S.J.,
Moderator, with a
first appearance at a meeting.
faculty selection board. In some instances, the candidate himself is

earn their way

Why spend dare money sending
shirts home? Just wash and dripdry these Arrow cotton wash-andwears and you're ready to go.
Only Arrow offers so wide a
range: your favorite styles of collars and cuffs in oxford and broadcloth, in white, solids and patterns.
And every shirt features exelusive Arrow Mitoga(Ttl -tailoring.

The School of Education is again
sponsoring an Orientation Program
for Freshman students. The program extends throughout the first
semester, following a pattern
which proved highly successful last
fall. The entire project is carried
out by upperclassmen with student
chairmen. University life, academic
and social, is its focus.
Academic aspects are treated by
upperclass panelists. The topics
most in demand are those concerned
with study skills and examinations.
The panel in study skills consists
of: Carol Bates, John Meade, Rosemary Pashby, Leo Costello, Beverly
Driscoll, Mary DeMeo, Brenda
Jackson, Stephen Paterna, Nancy
Langton, Paul Harrington, Mary

Mendel Club
Hears Fr. Sullivan

{

hi

Wash-and-Wears
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Orientation Program
Successful In School of Ed.

attract promising students to accounting, was initiated at 40 colleges in 1956, while this year the
number of colleges to whom the
award is available has been raised
to 55. The recipient is selected by
the faculty from among outstanding students majoring in Accounting, who have completed their
Junior year and have enrolled as
Miller, and William McCarron
Senior Accounting majors in the
(Chairman). These upperclassmen
College of Business Administraworked with small group divisions,
tion.
a change from last year recomThe Foundation has a faculty as- mended as preferable to a large assistance program, which was also sembly type group. Each Freshstarted in 1956. It consists of $1,- man is given a copy of "Learning
-000 grant to accounting instructors to Learn", a summary of "tips"
to further their education, and to for the beginning college student.
The program opened with this topic
help them reach the status of pro- on September 29th.
fessorship.
The panelists covering examinations are: Mary Brown, Joan
Flynn, Gerald Shea and John Corcoran. They deal with adjustment
to college level exams; how to
study for exams; how to take the
quiz or essay type exam. Both

ma fraternities.
The guest speaker of the luncheon was Mr. Arthur Koelbel, C.P.A.
who is partner in Haskins and
Sells, and head of the Boston office. Mr. Koelbel informed the
members of the reason for the

Next Sunday, October 26th, is
the Feast of Christ the King. To
celebrate this occasion the Resident Students' Sodality will sponBoston College announces the appointment of Mr. John H. Morrow, sor a Solemn High Mass at 11 o'Jr. as director of Teacher Place- clock in St. Joseph's chapel. This
ment and Assistant Director of will be the first Solemn High Mass
Placement. Mr. Morrow graduated offered in the year-old dormitory

Watch for this
ALSO:

dates: Frederick Haynes, A&S '61;
Donald Marsden, CBA '60; Robert
Derba, CBA '61; Paul Campanella,
A&S '60; James Colbert, CBA '61;
William Donovan, CBA '60; Henry
Egan, CBA '61; Thomas Monahan,
CBA '60; Joseph Fennelly, CBA
'60; Richard Fitzpatrick, CBA '61;
John Curtin, CBA '61; John Tracy,
CBA '60; Richard Kelly, CBA '61;
James Murray, CBA, '61; James
Novak, CBA '61; John Lonergan,
CBA '61; Donald McLellan, CBA
'60; Pierre Marceau, CBA '60;
ideals.
The following were selected from David Tobin, CBA '61; Kevin Colone hundred perspective candi- lins, CBA '61; John Joyce, CBA '61.

Last week the Delta Eta Chapter of America's First National
Business Fraternity, Alpha Kappa
Psi, announced that twenty-one applicants from the College of Arts
& Science and the College of Business Administration have been selected for pledgeship.
The newly selected pledges, who
started this pledgeship at an initiation dinner last Tuesday will
undergo an eight-week period of
instruction and indoctrination of
Alpha Kappa Psi's purpose and

The National Security Agency,
a part of the intelligence system
of the Federal Government, will

School
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"Hurricane

NFCCS Sponsors

Warning"

Discussion Groups

Because of a long-range weather
forecast predicting a green and
white hurricane next Saturday,
the Gold Key society has hurriedly decided to make a last minute
attempt to stave off the storm
with a tremendous rally Friday
night in the Roberts Center. Students are advised that fraternity
pledges, the band, stuntmen and
other star attractions will head
the show which will commence at

The Boston College chapter of
the National Federation of Catholic College Students sponsored its
second annual conference for presidents of activities last Wednesday
at 3:30 in Room 8 of Campion
Hall. The conference attempted to
establish an organized and united
plan of action for all campus clubs
through a complete discussion of
the mutual problems with which
these clubs are annually con-

7:30.

Admission will be by way of the
B.U. Rally Stub in your A. A.
book. Immediately afterward the
smooth sounds of our own Pete

fronted.
The conference was divided into
three groups, which separately discussed 1) the financing of clubs

Derba will provide dancing in
Campion Hall. Price $1.50 per
couple for this informal dance.

French Academy
Adopts New Title
Last Tuesday, Oct. 21, the members, by an overwhelming majority voted to change the name of the
French

Academy to the

Cercle

Francais. At that meeting the
Cercle Francais was honored to
have as a guest speaker from the
Dracut School, Mr. Norman Gaudette, a former president of the

3

"Why do it that way?" asks Joseph Carens of Newton as his classmates ponder a question of mathematical terms at B.C. Mathematics
Institute. (Left to right): Thomas Sawyer, Newton Centre; Helen
Connors, South Boston; Joseph Carens, Newton; Richard Buckley,
Newton Highlands; Paul Daley, New Highlands; Paul McHatton,

French Academy at Boston College. Mr. Gaudette spoke on the Somerville; Robert Ammann, Weston. Second row: Mildred Boles,
development of the new system of Brookline; Joseph McAnneny, Somerville; Robert Schliech, Somerville.
teaching French in our schools. All
enjoyed his interesting talk very
The article concerning CBA election requirements in last week's
much.
By popular demand, at our next issue was in error in reference to requirements for becoming a candimeeting on Tuesday, November datefor class president.
The article stated that one could be a class president only once.
4th, Dr. Fabrizzi, the advisor of
The rule has since been amended and there is now no limit to the
the Cercle Francais, has promised
to have Dr. Seymour Simehes, number of times a student may be president of his class.
chairman of the Romance Language Department at Tufts University, return as guest speaker.
All who heard him speak last year
were greatly impressed by his understanding of the French writers.
More news on the subject, time,
and place of Dr. Sinches' talk will
be posted before the next meeting.
New members are cordially invited to be present Tuesday, Nov.
|i > ..__
4th.
~,\u25a0,.,,,,,

and the collection and disbursement of dues, 2) the creating of
interest in club activities and the
building of membership, and 3)
the more effective scheduling of
meetings. Officials from the Student Senates of the three colleges
of the University acted as moderators of these discussion groups.
The purpose of the conference
was not to set up any systematized
body of rules for governing the
various clubs. All discussion remained in the hypothetical stage.
Last year, however, as a result of
conference discussions, much practical progress was made. Concrete
examples included the rescheduling
of meeting dates of clubs of similar interest, and the establishing
of a policy of strict enforcement
of rules on the individual clubs regarding payment of dues and attendance at meetings. It is only at
a general sounding board such as
this conference that the various
clubs can come to know the viewpoints of their fellow organizations.

i
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Auditorium Honors
Father McHugh
Hayes Alan Jenkins and Carol
Heiss of the Boston Skating Club
will be on hand Nov. 14th at 8:00
P.M. when Reverend Michael P.
Walsh, S.J., President of the University, dedicates B. C.'s new Auditorium in memory of the late
Reverend Patrick J. McHugh, S.J.
Father McHugh served as Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences
from 1920 1935, and will be remembered by the alumni as a
friend of practically everyone who
passed through B.C. at that time.

-

He was endowed with a great
organizational talent, frequently

called upon in the University's
rapid expansion after World War
I.

Tickets priced at $2.50 and $1.50
for adults and students respective-

ly may be purchased at any time

from Reverend Joseph Shea, S.J.,
in the Dean of Men's Office, and
the Dean of Women's Office in
School of Education.
A skating period will follow the
show put on by Mr. Jenkins and
Miss Heiss.

Film Showing Tonight
The newly organized B. C. Film
Society will feature this evening
at Bapst Auditorium "The Man in
the White Suit," a British film starring Alec Guinness, Joan Greenwood, and Cecil Parker. It is the
story of a lowly chemist who perfects an indestructible fabric that
repels dirt, bringing chaos to the
textile industry. Admission to the
film is fifty cents, or by series
ticket. There will be an early
showing of the film at 6:30, to
which boarders can be admitted on
their meal tickets, and a later
showing at 8:30.

His
IxjSM

Soccer Soc-cessful
An unusually large number of
students turned out for the briefing session conducted last week in
relation to the proposed varsity
soccer team.
Manuel Gonzales, A&S '60, who
conducted the session, expressed
his gratitude to the group for attending and sketchedly outlined
his plans.
The candidates were then escorted to the IM field where tryouts were held. Drawing upon his
broad past experience as an outstanding amateur soccer player in
South America, Gonzales selected
three strings of player candidates
whose ranks will be thinned out
during this week's practice sessions.
Said Gonzales in a statement to
The Heights: "the size of the
turnout greatly exceeded our expectations. I envision a successful
season. Olay!"
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Visit, Phone, Write
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CONTACT
LENS
77 SUMMER ST.
BOSTON
Liberty 2-1929

NEWTON SPORT CENTER
Corner of Langley and Beacon

Reasonable prices plus student
discounts on all items
JACKETS; RAIN WEAR
and Complete Line of
SPORTING EQUIPMENT

PARKAS,

Top Length, Top Value, Top-Tobacco Filter
Nothing satisfies like

CHESTERFIELD KING
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TRAINING or EDUCATION
By JOSEPH J. MATHER, JR.

This week's meeting of the French Academy featured an address
by Mr. Norman Gaudette of the Dracut Public Schools. In his talk Mr.
Gaudette described a method of teaching modern languages that is
now in use in his system. This same method is currently being discussed
Unless otherwise announced: Copy: Noon of Monday
pre- widely in educational circles. Briefly, it consists of first teaching the
Deadline for Advertising and
Telephone:
DEcatur 2-3200. Ext. 315.
ceding issue.
language in its oral, as opposed to its written form. The use of the
written form of languages is introduced during the learning process,
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
but the main emphasis is on teaching the student to converse in a
Tanous,
'59
Logan,
'59
Thomas P.
Terence P.
foreign tongue.
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Nee,
Thus the child acquires the language in the natural manner, the
McNiff,
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'59
James
Christopher Morton, '60
Brian Moran, '60
same manner in which he learned his native tongue. He has less difBUSINESS MANAGER
ficulty in learning to make new sounds since he is studying the lanSPORTS EDITOR
John F. O'Leary, '59
Thomas Hughes, '59
guage at an early age and is not handicapped as are older students
COPY EDITOR
who
have acquired habits of speech which are difficult to overcome.
'59
McLellan,
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age sixteen it is more difficult for a pupil to learn how to make a
At
Langen,
Tony
'60. John Gallivan,
ASSISTANT EDITORS; Phil
sound which he has never heard before. The early elementary school
Arlotto, Leo Kearney, '61.
Fer- pupil is continually learning to make new sounds in his own tongue,
STAFF: Sheila Mullen, John Blake, Joe Corcoran. Ernest
neau, William Beuch, '59; Edward Powers. John McAuliffe, and is hence more adaptable to learning them in a foreign tongue as
Lyons, Charles Seymour, PatRobert Hart, Jim'60;Savage, Paul
rick Thompson.
Carole Lally, Anna Recupero, Joe Scalley, well.
Gene DeVito, Ed Hurley, John Cummings, Marty Nolan, James
If the end in teaching a language is simply to make the student
Pardy, Tony Anderson, David Tobin, '61; Walter Sullivan, Larry
Gubler, Thomas J. Regan, '62.
orally proficient in that language, this method is unquestionably the
MODERATORS: Rev. William J. Leonard. S.J., Mr. Leo James best one yet devised. If the end in teaching a modern language is
Fahey, S.J.
primarily to give the student a severe intellectual training, and only
secondarily to make him use that language with facility, then this
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
method will fail to do that.
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This difference in objectives is the basic one that is found within
College Publishers Representatives
every field of academic endeavor today in the United States. Each
SAN FRANCISCO school of thought in education bears particular names, but the essential
CHICAGO
BOSTON
LOS ANGELES
argument exists between the progressive and the classical schools. The
420 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
progressive holds that the pupil can undergo intellectual discipline while
learning a practical skill. The classicist advocates education through
the discipline of mastering abstract and unapplied principles. He holds
that the student who trains his mind in such a way as to learn abstractions quickly will never have much difficulty in learning practical
information. The classical school regards education as mental learning;
the progressive school believes that education should principally train
people to do something, to acquire a skill.
These difference are applied to the field of Modern Languages in
the form of the question: is the student to be taught a skill or is he
to become educated through the learning of a language? The answer
We chanced the other day, for no particular rea- to this question should determine the method employed in teaching the
son, to be sitting in the Lyons Senior Lounge at- language. If a language skill is to be taught, then teach it in the
tempting to grasp some particularly cogent ethical natural, progressive manner. If, however, the pupil is going to learn
concept when a pair of fellow-Seniors entered and how to think, to evaluate, to see relationships, then use the classical
took chairs adjacent to our own. Without really in- method of introducing the language first in its written form, and only
tending to, we found ourselves eavesdropping on secondarily in its oral form.
If it is introduced primarily to teach the pupil how to converse,
their conversation. The first gentleman addressed
his colleague: "Hey, what about that Sic Transit then he will receive little more education than he did when he acquired
Gloria Mundi thing I asked you about last Friday; his native tongue. He will not be inclined to master such difficult confind out what it means yet?" The pontificating sage cepts as grammar rules, especially since he has already heard enough
thus addressed replied that after some thought (pre- of the language to be able to tell when a construction "sounds" right.
sumable, a portion of the weekend had been spent Witness the difficulties that English teachers, on all levels, have in
working on this scholastic enigma), he had deter- trying to make students learn grammar rules. The student feels that
mined that the "gloria" probably was something it is unnecessary to learn the principle since he already knows the aplike the English "glory". As for the rest of the plication.
problem, the only solution lay in consulting an exThe issue is between conversational courses as opposed to grammar
pert, some Jesuit who would have to say the Mass and BELLES LETTRES courses in the modern language field. It is
in Latin and would therefore be able to puzzle the the same basic difference as exists between proponents of Shop Math
translation out of this most difficult bit of Latinism. as opposed to Algebra and Geometry. Shall our schools give training
Somehow or other we found a peculiar signifi- in skills or shall they educate? It is difficult to understand how people
cance in the fact that it was this particular quote associated with such a traditionally aesthetic field as Modern Languages
which so stymied our friends in the Lounge. It can conscientiously advocate a trade school approach to education.
might have been better paraphrased to read "Sic
transit gloria Rationis Studiorum" which would have
Thirdly, we might take a few of those forty scholarships which
been more appropriate. In June these scholars, perhaps with their question unanswered, will be re- currently are dedicated to acquiring the fiercest aggregation of manceiving diplomas from the University. (We hope eating tackles on the Eastern Seaboard and dedicate just a few of
some kindly Jesuit will be on hand to translate the them to the acquisition of students of proven scholastic ability.
The above suggestions are merely a start. The ultimate intellectual
degree citation for them). They presumably will join
the Alumni Association, and, of a certainty, they calibre of this or any other university depends on the recognition by
students, administration, and faculty that the prime "raison d'etre" of
will join the Varsity Club.
When you think of it, education is quite a won- the University is intellectual growth. The side-shows are all well and
derful thing?it's so democratic and all that. You good as long as they remain pure side-shows, and in no way siphon
may not have anything more than a nodding ac- off money, talent, or energy which could be of any service to the
quaintance with any of the liberal arts and quite processes of educating young minds.
possibly have never read anything more profound
than Time; but you've paid your bills, stayed out of
trouble, and picked the gut courses. The major disadvantage of large universities is just this: a number of nondescript individuals who successfully manage to blend into the woodworkof the various classrooms can leave at the end of four years with very
little more knowledge than what they were possessed of as entering Freshmen. This is, as we said,
a major difficulty in every large scholastic institu-

Much Ado
About Egghead

4f 14

tion.
The solution of this problem is far beyond our
ken; in fact it would seem to have been eluding
educators since the end of World War 11. We can
suggest partial measures which would somewhat
lessen the chances of our chameleon-like friends.
The institution of a standard of minimal achievement in certain general fields such as foreign languages, philosophy, and various major fields would
be easily attained through the inauguration of a
Graduate Record Exam program. Ideally the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Science degrees
should represent a standard of familiarity with certain subject matter. The most effective way to enforce this standard is to demand a score of 600 out
of 800 in uniform exams as a pre-requesite for graduation. Those who fail to achieve the minimal score
should have the alternatives of taking courses in
the field until such time as they can pass the test
or of receiving diplomas which clearly indicate a
failure to attain the college's minimal standard for

N.E.T.C.
By STEPHEN STACK
Last Saturday, the New England Theatre Conference held its seventh annual convention at the
Faunce House Theatre at Brown University. The
highlight of the convention was the address of the
famous stage and screen director, Joshua Logan.
Mr. Logan spoke to the assembly on the "Problems in Directing." He told of his year studying with
Stanislavski, who, he assured us, was a normal human being, not the great mystic some advocates of
"The Method" hold. The director's job can be stated
simply as placing the actors so that they can be seen
and heard. However, Mr. Logan said, the most important facet of the director's task is to act as a
mediator between the other artists who are associated
with a production. He (the director) must tell the
actor to go a little further or to come down a bit in
order to achieve a perfect performance. Mr. Logan
stated that "The Method" is just one style of acting
and is correct for one actor but wrong for the next.
There is no set method of acting and directing; the
only thing that a person who wants to be a success
in the Theatre must have is what Mr. Logan calls
"the theatrical feeling". It is a difficult thing to define, but it is best done by a quote of Stanislavski
on a portrait given to Mr. Logan, "Love the art in
yourself, more than yourself in art."
Preceding the main address, the convention was
divided into five divisions for panel discussions. These
divisions included the Children's Theatre, Secondary
School, College and University Community and the
Professional Theatre level. Each panel featured a
noted personality speaking on a more specialized
field. Some of these speakers were David Ross, producer-director of the 4th Street Theatre, New York,
and Miss Stella Holt, producer of the Greenwich
Mews Theatre, New York.
Directly following Mr. Logan's speech, the Stock
& Buskin Club of Brown presented their production
of The Tempest. This proved to be a rather slow and
wordy performance which came off as only mildly

entertaining.
As a whole the convention seemed too rushed for
time to allow anything very important to occur, and,
aside from the excellent talk by Mr. Logan, was really not worth the trip to Providence.
The purpose of the NETC is to develop, expand,
and assist Theatre activity in the community, educational and professional level in New England. This is
quite a task, and the conference is doing a commendable job in advancing its goal. But nothing too much
ever comes of the
each year seems to

convention, and the main reason
be that there is not enough time
to ask questions of the speaker, or just to talk to
other persons in similar fields and discuss common
problems. Perhaps if the convention were extended
to a two-day meeting or a weekend, the purpose of
the meeting would be better achieved.
Again we would like to commend the NETC for
their fine work under the leadership of Paul R. Barston, their president. They are a group of dedicated
artists who most certainly have the "theatre feeling."
Membership in the Conference is open to all residents of New England who are interested in the advancement of the theatre in New England.

HELP WANTED!
Report to Heights Office

Room 202
S.A.B.

the degree.
Secondly, we would recommend the institution
of a Senior Thesis Program in all the major fields

of concentration. The Bachelors of Arts and Sciences,
if these titles are anything more than empty titles,
should be capable of writing a paper of five or ten
thousand words without too much effort.

SECOND BALCONY

Mon. 3:30

"Come, Come, Crohan, $800 wasn't that hard to obtain this summer!"
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BLUE COLLAR POLITICS

...WOULD SMELL AS SWEET

By JACK

McAULIFFE

Up Vermont way these sparkling
fall days, the political dopesters
are predicting that traditionalrockribbed Republican strength is falling faster than the autumn leaves.
While everybody from Dr. Gallup

on down is convinced of a sweeping Democratic victory in the next
election, there is still another factor which, it seems, will nail the
coffin of the G.O.P. tight in the

granite state.
It appears that the get-out-thevote campaign of labor is becoming
pretty successful in its appeal to
the working class which traditionally leans toward the Democratic
party. Neighboring Maine, provided with a system of car pool and
old ward-type strategy, gave Ed
Muskie a tremendous plurality
which was primarily drawn from
areas of industrially employed people.
Labor, apparently with a more
practical appeal to the voter, is removing a sizeable chunk of voter
apathy
something other groups,
even political parties have failed
to do in many instances.
?

Right now the working movement bar caught the Republicans
in the rather awkward position of
being split right in half over the
controversial right-to-work laws.
Last Monday President Eisenhower
flew to the West Coast in a hurried
attempt to patch up the disagreements which have been expressed
in conferences by Governor Knight
of California, and by Senator William Knowland on these proposals.

True the success in Maine and

in Vermont won't
deliver the 49 states; but just a
month ago, labor was sitting on
the edge of the proverbial hot seat.
Employment was down meaning
unions couldn't be in the most favorable bargaining position with
an inventory-laden industry. Out
of the fire came the UAW with a
non-inflationary contract with the
big three.
Now, with the industry on the
upswing, the unions are back on
top. They can point to an effort
on their part to stop inflation
(even the manufacturers agree to
this), and at the same time take a
lethal swipe at the White House for
a spirited drive

letting employment lag.

The things which could have
hurt labor most apparently are
dying just in time?the recession
removed the Senate Rackets Committee's big punch at James Hoffa
and Co. from the headlines?at
least temporarily.

Perhaps the biggest blast being
leveled at labor right now is the

young Massachusetts counselor,
Robert Kennedy, who, on Tuesday,
pointedly accused Harry Bridges,
west coast labor mogul, of communist affiliation of the west coast
unions. The fact that one union is
involved primarily will make this
less alarming to the majority of

the electorate.
While traditionally labor has
never been directly allied with a
party in this country, the fact remains that it represents, in philosophy at least, the feelings of
On the other side of the fence, 15,000,000 to 20,000,000 workers.
the Democrats are happy at having What weight this philosophy carsupported the Kennedy-Ives bill ries with the individual, we'll soon
which was defeated largely by Re- see. The proving ground
First
Tuesday in November.
publican vote.
?

Youth Space and Sanctity
By

BRENDA CROWLEY

In keeping with an annual American tradition, October 26-November 2 has been declared National Catholic Youth Week. Here is youth's
opportunity to answer the accusations of the adult world. The eyes of
the nation will be focused upon the worthwhile activities of her youth.
Too few realize the extent of the youth work program. In any
diocese the Youth Department must provide the social and moral formation necessary to prepare youth to be useful citizens for God and
country. Through a four-fold program, Spiritual, Cultural, Social, and
Athletic, the means are provided to bring greater values to oneself
and to one another.
Here in Boston, youth work has made rapid progress on all levels:
parish, deanery, and archdiocese. Youth councils are comprised of five
officers, including a chairman in each of the above four fields, as well
as a moderator, and an advisor. Through planning and cooperation an
effective and practical program results.
During the past few years an effort has been made to draw older
youth members (18 and older) into active participation. A council for
Young Adults was formed and called Chi Rho. These clubs have sprung
up all over the archdiocese. Their purpose is participation in the lay
apostolate. As the title suggests, Chi Rho aims to bring "Christ into
the Marketplace."
The Archdiocesan Moderator, Msgr. John P. Carroll, said: "They
must establish a Self that can live with itself, with other people, with
the times; that can go as far as possible toward becoming a reliable
mate, an adequate parent, an acceptable social being, a respectable
citizen, a solid Catholic."
Education or knowledge is meaningless unless it is put to good
use. Activities such as the NFCCS attempt to further this principle in
Catholic Action.
With the slogan, "Youth, Space, and Sanctity", Catholic Youth
Week will begin. Our times may be more chaotic and confused than
any other, but youth can do something to prepare for the future.

By Brian

McNiff

LET'S SCRAP "BOSTON COLLEGE"
The scene:
office.

a personnel manager's

that you attended Slippery Rock
State Teachers College and did
Applicant: And I also received a your graduate work at the University of Alaska?
Master's degree.
Personnel Manager: Where?
The preceding was a stirring
A: From Boston College.
dramatization of the plight of the
PM: I know you received an A.B. graduate degree holder from Bosfrom Boston College but where did ton College. To the great big outside world a graduate degree from
you receive your master's?
a college appears to be a contraA: From Boston College.
PM: (becoming impatient) You diction in terms. Only a university
cannot receive a master's degree can give graduate degrees. Boston
College is a university but will adfrom a college.
A: But Boston College isn't just mit it only when forced to. Othera college.
wise we go through life confusing
PM: Do tell!
the general populace as to our real
identity.
A: It's a university.
PM: Oh, now we're getting someThere is an added difficulty bewhere. You received a master's de- sides the clever concealment of our
true status. You are well aware
gree from Boston University.
A: No, from Boston College.
that few people outside the ComPM: Now I thought we had settled monwealth know the difference (or
that there is a difference) between
that problem.
A: Not quite, you see, Boston Col- B.C. and B.U. Most people, when
lege is actually a university but it faced with the prospect of Boston
can't be called a university because College and Boston University come
there already is a university called to the logical conclusion that BosBoston University, and thus you ton College is the undergraduate
see that while Boston College has division of Boston University.
all the powers of a university it
Another big confusion is that of
still must be referred to as Boston mailing and location. There is probCollege so that it doesn't interfere ably more misdirected mail exwith the right of Boston Univer- changed between the two schools
sity to be called a university.
per year than is received at many
PM: I see. (he doesn't)
smaller schools. This is helped not
A: Fine!
in the least by the fact that BosPM: Let me get this straight
ton College is not in Boston but in
there are two separate institutes Chestnut Hill. That B.C. and B.U.
which can be distinguished one are on the same street adds to the
from the other. But how can they confusion. Some out -of towner
coming to B.U. from Newton or to
be distinguished?
A: Oh, that's easy. One is Meth- B.C. from Boston is likely to stop
odist and the other isn't.
at the wrong school first. All this
PM: Well, we don't feel that we mix-up annually causes much incan accept you because if we spend convenience and a little embarrassas much time on the rest of your ment to both schools.
record as we did on where you
What all this boils down to is
went to school, it will take us at that Boston College should change
least a year to check your applica- its name to (fill in the blank) University. We have been an authortion.
I don't mean to suggest any- ized university since 1863 and it
thing unethical or sneaky to a is time that we officially recogyoung man such as yourself, but nized the fact in the title of the
I think that to get a good job and school. All that is necessary is the
avoid this trouble in the future you selection of a new name and apshould falsify your entire educa- proval by the Trustees. The questional record. Why don't you say tion is, should it be done?
?

-

There are those who will say
that they like the present name. It
is a nice name, certainly better
than Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute or Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and a lot easier to say.
But nice as it is, it is inappropriate
and misleading. It should be possible to find an equally nice name
which recognizes the status of the
school.
A portion of the alumni will, of
course, be violently opposed to any
change. They will say that they
graduated from Boston College
and they want it to remain as Boston College. These are the same
people, however, who come around
on Alumni Day saying, "Boy, the
ol' College has grown since my
day. Why it really isn't the same
school I went to!" (Alumni talk
this way on Alumni Day.) And
they are right, for Boston College
has changed to such an extent that
it isn't the same school. Consequently, these same alumni
shouldn't have much objection to
this different school having a different name.
When and if the not inconsiderable battle over changing the name
is resolved, there remains one final
problem. What will the new name
be? To suggest a name here would
divert from the point that a change
is necessary, but surely there must
be some adequate names, religious
or secular, by which this university

could be known. We are approaching our centenary, but the name of
"Boston College" has not been so
emblazoned upon the pages of history that its removal would throw
the educational world into incurable paralysis. After all, the College of Rhode Island became Brown
University; Massachusetts Agricultural College became University
of Massachusetts; King's College
became Columbia University; and
time did not stop when people
started referring to the College of
New Jersey as Princeton University. Perhaps the very forthcoming centenary would be the best
time to give this university a name.

Letters
To the Student Body:
We wish to express our appreciation to those students who participated in the "Boston College
Blood Bank." A total of one hundred and fifty-nine pints of blood
were donated to the Newton Chapter of the Red Cross.

liminal Revulsion" and Phil Langan's article on the bright future
for Holovak and Squad.
Bud Murray
A&S, '59

Sirs, I must take grave exception
to an article which appeared in
Gratefully yours,
your October 10th issue regarding
Jack Canavan, Gen'l Chairman the discovery of America by the
Jack Cremmins, ROTC
Norsemen. I am pleased that you
of The Heights do not believe that
Chairman
Bill Keough, CBA Chairman silly business aibout Columbus. But
I was shocked when you claimed
Al Hyland, A&S Chairman
Bill O'Connor, School of
that your local statuary was of
Education Chairman
Norse origin.
Upon reading your story, I journeyed to Boston College to view
To the Editor:
Has the writing in The Heights the sculpture. I had difficulty findgotten worse in these last four ing it, since many of your students
years, or is it merely that my taste seem to be apparently unaware of
has matured and that I now recog- its existence. Those who did know
nize as poor literature what I once its location referred to it condidn't? I pose this question after temptuously as "The Blob."
having read George Higgins' "SubGazing upon this creation, I

Yes, the Individuality here is quite admirable!

was mortified that anyone would
believe this to be the work of a
Norseman, even a stupid one like
Olaf. I assure you that your "Blob"
is not Norwegian, and if you do
not retract, serious diplomatic tension will develop between Norway
and Boston College.
I realize, however, that you are
young and in the heat of rash
youthful fever you did not realize
the enormity of your mistake.
I took the trouble of comparing
your "Blob" with various sculpture
books and discovered that it is
reminiscent of the period known as
Early American Bad Taste.
With leniency toward youth I
remain.
Sincerely yours,
Siguid Baardsson, Executive
Secretary, The Society for the
Preservation of Early Nordic
Culture in North America
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FACULTY PROFILES

McLellan

Caffrey objects to the layman's
view of natural sciences as memory courses, or as simple technology.

"Students," he says, "can discover the laws of nature for themselves. They do not need to be
dictated to."
A group initiated at M.I.T. to improve the teaching of High School
Physics, the Physical Science Committee, has an in-service institute
at B.C.
The institute provides an opportunity for local high schools teachers to take graduate courses in

these teachers, as well as his undergraduate students, learn that Physics involves observation of nature
which leads to conclusions, rather
than conclusions which lead to observations.
Between courses of study at
Providence College, and at the University of Notre Dame, Dr. McCaffrey was a radar technician in the
U. S. Army.
Following his military duty, he
served the government for five
years at a U. S. Naval Ordnance
Test Station in California.There he
contributed research toward the development of the Sidewinder guided missile.
Now in his third year of teaching
undergraduates at 8.C., Dr. McCaffrey is also engaged in research
project. He is attempting to determine the rate of speed and the
effects of impurities on the lead
sulfide crystal.
He also takes a

stand on current
undergraduate issues, notably the
current apparent conflict between
athletics and scholarship. Dr. McCaffrey is a former member of
Delta Epsilon Sigma, the undergraduate national Catholic Honor
Society. He graduated Magna Cum
Laude from Providence College.
Since he attended that institution
with the aid of an athletic scholarship, he asserts that no such conPhysics.
Under Dr. McCaffrey's direction, flict should exist.

Symbols
by GEORGE V.

of Conformity

HIGGINS

the mouths of tourists confronted

"Make No Little Plans"
Boston's dreams of a $150 million Government Center in the
Scollay Square area are rapidly
approaching reality. In the past
few weeks, authorization has been
given for the construction of a
thirty-million-dollar state office
building, and for a twenty-milliondollar City Hall. Plans for a new
Federal building have also been
authorized.
The Government Center plan has received
unanimous endorsement
from civic leaders everywhere. The savings
in rentals alone justify
the creation of such an
integrated center. What
is perhaps more impor-

-

1960

-

ory sub-committee for the center. to see
The group includes Very Rev. traffic

JUNIORS

NOW!! Especially NOW!"
DELIVERY IN TIME FOR THE CROSS GAME!

Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President of
Boston College; Mr. H. D. Hodgkinson, Board Chairman of Wm.
Filene's Company; and Mr. Ralph
Lowell, Boston banker and industrialist.
The problem facing the CCP, the
Planning Board, the Redevelopment Authority, or whoever super-

Undoubtedly this project will take time.
The name of William

F. Callahan whose lev-

grees Farenheit. Consequently, they
remain in their lairs until Indian
summer has departed for good. It
should be mentionedthat this group
of brethren is often betrayed by
a group of craven cowards and slavering hypocrites, who masquerade
as proponents of the cause, but who
hedge their bets by wearing neckties beneath the sweaters. These
are the most despicable of traitors,
treacherous even to the highest pursuit of liberty, and there are a good
many of us, too!
So it is that Alma Mater's wishes are often successfully thwarted,
despite the efforts of the cherubic,

ALL THE SUGGESTIONS AND REQUESTS OF PREVIOUS CLASSES ARE NOW PART
OF THE 1960 DESIGN.
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SEE YOUR CAMPUS REPS FOR PLACING ORDERS ! !
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Zorro-like persons who attempt to
bring the malefactors to justice.
But every now and then, from behind a door, from out of an alcove,
or up from a stair-well, there appears one of these darkly-garbed
avenging angels, armed with the
majesty of power, and supported
by the army of the unalterable law.
This marshal of conformity unemotionally extracts suitable ransom from the miscreant, who has
no choice but to submit. It makes
one wonder then, at the irony of
fate; for you see, my children, HE

GLAMORIZE YOUR DATE!

DON'T WAIT-SEE THE NEW IDEAS ADDED TO YOUR OFFICIAL COLLEGE RING.

MURCHISON CO.
Frank A. Fowler
"The College Ring Man"

their plans for land use,
flow and building sites crystalized before July of 1959. If the
major traffic arteries are to be
sunken sufficiently to allow proper
construction of pedestrian footbridges, if the layout of buildings
is to be kept from resembling
nothing more than a large, dignified
well-kept cemetery, and if parking
facilities are to be put in their
proper perspective, it
is obvious that many
long and detailed engineering studies will
have to be undertaken.

iathan powers now extant is that the projecttend to nearly every
ed area is now one of
public
project now unthe most decadent secder construction in the
tions of the city. The
Greater Boston area,
main problem now is to
has been but briefly
make this center an
mentioned in discussion
aesthetic asset to Bosof the center. Mr. Calton and not just anlahan has often been
other ordinary group of
compared to New
buildings. A rare opporYork's legendary pubtunity presents itself to
lic entrepreneur, Mr.
the City Planning
Robert Moses. The comBoard. Here the planparison is a good one.
ners have thirty-two
Both men have the repacres in the very heart
utation of being able
of the city with which
to "get things done".
to work. The planning
This ability, of course,
board can rectify past
carries with it a cermistakes, incorporate
Scollay Square Government Center Project
tain obstinacy and imnew ideas, and make
(Courtesy of Boston City Planning Board)
this center a milestone
patience with the elonvises the actual construction of the gated processes of city planning.
in the history of city planning.
In New York City, however, Mr.
encouraging
One of the more
de- center, is a problem of huge proportions. The job of corraling the Moses has been appointed a memvelopments in the birth of the cenvarious public and private authori- ber of the potent city planning
ter was the presentation of prelim- ties responsible for the construction commission. Here in Boston, our
inary plans by Architects Collabor- of the buildings in the area is a planning board, through no fault
ative of Cambridge last week. Mr. task that requires great patience of its own, has not reached, the
Max Kargman, president of the and many long hours of give-and- stature of its New York counterFirst Realty Company, who spon- take bartering. The achievement of part. However, when the inevitable
sored the presentation of the plans, genuine co-operation has always job of revitalizing city planning
explained that these plans have no been a time-consuming procedure. in Boston begins, the first task
official standing and their presentaWhat seems to have complicated should be a frank appraisal of potion was for the purpose of creat- the planners' task is the fact that litical realities.
If political realities dictate that
ing public interest in the center. the law authorizing the state office
Mr.
Callahan be appointed to the
Public interest is, of course, neces- building's construction is officially City Planning Board, it would be
sary. The unofficial but influential described as "emergency" legisla- not
only a good portent for the
upholders of Boston's civic pride, tion. The well-known and. well- Government Center but
also for
the Committee on Civic Progress, respected planning firm of Adams, the successful completion of similar
announced the creation of an advis- Howard and Greeley do not expect grandiose projects in the future.

with Brigitte Bardot. Defiantly they
Something there is that doesn't
pursue their studies, unhampered
a
something
necktie;
love
and that
is a college student. This dislike is by the chains which enslave the
alleged by some to be a throwback rest of us. Naturally, many perish
to the instinct of the Huns, when each day, surrendering their cura man feared nothing so much as a
good garrotting. Others feel the rency and falling upon their tie-_
garments went out of favor due to clasps. Miraculously, some consistthe mental association with the ently evade judgment, swaggering
necktie parties of the Old West. slightly as they enter their craft
The lunatic fringe states absolutely for the long ride home. These are
that the things were designed by
insidious females, who flaunt their the bravest of the brave, the episuperiority over males by affecting tome of raw courage, the apex of
no such garb. Be that as it may, insensible bravado. They are an inmost college men can see no reason spiration to the rest of us in the
why respectability demands that
man be throttled by a vari-colored common, haltered herd. What difversion of the hangman's noose. ference if they are slightly deTherefore, when Alma Mater pro- mented ?
mulgates the decree that all her
The second group is more devi- security, while retaining their princharges shall affect neckties, the
ous,
but still open in its defiance. ciples.
student has but two choices: submit
or rebel.
These are the slippery characters The last group is the craftiest of
Generally speaking, most of us who affect shirts of astonishing all. Combining the qualities of a
are a chicken-hearted bunch, prepatterns, calculated to dazzle the shifty gypsy horse-trader with
ferring to insure our financial posieye of the arresting officer long those of a thieving Arabian rugtion by accession to the Law. There
is a minority, however, which cate- enough to allow the miscreant to merchant, they conceal their naked
gorically refuses to surrender. The escape. These are the shirts which collars beneath crew-neck sweaters,
members of this element are consid- defy even the color-blind to wear a secure in the knowledge that seldom
erably more interesting than the necktie; splashed as they are with does authority venture so far as
rest of us, it must be admitted.For
purposes of discussion, we shall pagan formulae and heathen sym- to encounter their deceit. Members
divide the insurrectionists into bols. Only the blackest of ties dares of this faction suffer great physical
accept the gauntlet from these re- discomfort for the cause; for, some
three groups.
The first faction is the most fugees of a chamber of horrors. isolated professors enjoy high tembrazen and the least inventive. Ea.ch Members of this faction escape de- peratures during the winter, and
day its members alight from their tection more easily, and tend to their camouflage becomes nearly
coaches, dress shirts agape like enjoy a greater amount of financial unbearable over seventy-two de-

JUNIORS

By Martin F. Nolan

GOVERNMENT CENTER:

DR. FRANCIS McCAFFREY

As a consultant to the Physical
Sciences Study Committee, Dr. Mc-
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EAGLES BRACE FOR HURRICANE
Snooks Kelly Optimistic;
Hockey Prospects Good
by PHIL

LANGAN

In his long period of service to
8.C., Coach "Snooks" Kelly has

Joe has speed and a fair shot, which
equal a good man in any league.
The competition, as we said, will
be rough. "No pushovers this year,"
Snooks commented. "We'll have to
be in top shape to compete successively." The Eagles face the biggest schedule in their long history

Coaches Praise

Jimmy Duggan

by JIM SAVAGE
"I don't like that fancy-dan type
of running," Jim Duggan said. "I'm
not against it, of course, but I'd
rather grind out touchdowns four
or five yards at a time on a long
drive. I think that's football."
Such sentiments, especially since
he has been able to put them into
operation on the football field, have
endeared Jim Duggan to the heart
of the B.C. coaching staff.
Head Coach Mike Holovak,
speaking for his staff reports that
Dugg'an has been one of the more
pleasant surprises at Chestnut Hill
this fall.
"He certainly is developing into
an all-round football player," reports Mike. "He can be relied upon Deiderick.
to do every single thing a back has
The Hurricane line was one of the best in the country last year,
to. He runs to his left as well as holding their foes to under 100 yards per game. The bulwark of the
to his right, and he's a beautiful Miami forward wall is Gary Greaves, who is rated by coach Andy
pass catcher."
Gustafson as the best tackle in Miami History.
The record supports the language
All in all, this clash could be a really exciting affair for the fans,
Holovak uses to describe his senior with both clubs packed for action. If we might go out on the limb,
fullback. Against Syracuse Jim watch for Boston College to pull off a major upset.
Duggan amassed 125 yards and last

before this year let his optimism escape the locker room. The
golden man of B.C. sports has done
away with tradition and predicted
a good season for the present crew and this includes home and away
of puck-carriers. "Daily practice at contests with St. Lawrence, R.P.I,
our rink, and the presence of last and Clarkson, at least one meeting
year's outstanding freshman team with the top Ivy League contenders,
should produce a good representa- and the usual local rivalries with
tive for 8.C.," Snooks said, "al- 8.U., Harvard, Tufts, and Norththough the competition should be eastern, which happens to have its
rough."
strongest squad since the days of
B.C. lost an entire starting team Ray Picard. Despite the fact that
last year as Billy Kane, Ned Bun- B.U. and Harvard lost the likes of
yon, Tom Mahony, Jack Cadigan, McCloud, and McVery, their freshMiles Cassidy, and Alvin Pitts (the man teams should prove a strong
top goalie in N.C.A.A. competition) stimulant for all that ails.
departed for greener pastures. SupMost expertsfeel that the success
plying for these losses, though, will of the Eagles depends on Tom Marsophomores
who tin, Jim Logue, and Billy Daley. If
be a group of
wound up on the long end of a this trio should click, B.C. will be
seven and one record last year, and sharp. Martin is built along the
who should make us forget Pitts lines of Don Fox and only time will
and Company in a hurry.
tell if he can parallel the efforts of
This freshman squad that Mr. the "Big F." Daley was the big
Kelly referred to includes men such goal scorer on last year's frosh six
as Bob Famliphette, Tom Martin, and he could be the one to take up
Billy Daley, Owen Hughes, and the slack left by Bunyon and Kane.
goalie Jim Logue, a fit replacement Logue's record speaks for itself
for the fantastic Mr. Pitts. The ad- (All-Scholastic in High School and
vantage of this crew is their ability a 3.5 average as a freshman) and
to be on the net with eighty per Pitts may soon be forgotten.
cent of their shots, which indicates ICE PICKS: Every year B.C. puts
a lot of scoring this semester.
out a respectable hockey team with
Along with the new sophs will be its own crop of local talent, while
a host of returning lettermen bent other schools such as 8.U., Haron wiping out the taste of a losing vard, Minnesota, and Michigan,
season, a rarity in the Kelly regime. build up their rosters with six or
Foremost among the returnees will seven Canadians. Add two or three
be Ronnie Walsh, Bob Leonard, Canadians to B.C.'s squad every
Jack Cusack, Ed Smith and Joe year and the Eagles could mop up
Jangro.
the Eastern seaboard, but fortunOutside of Walsh, Jangro, and ately, the true meaning of sportsCusack, the rest of this crew failed manship and competition is not lost
to see much action, but, as Snooks here at the Heights, and Snooks
points out, "the potential is there." Kelly seems to have come out all Plunging fullback Jim Duggan is
a
Walsh, a former All-Scholastic at right on a fair play and local talent
Christopher Columbus, notched basis. First practice for B.C. is week against Marquette 85, for an
eighty goals, while Cusack had the November 3 at Harvard's Wakan average of 4.5 per carry.
Another backfield man, Neil
uncanny habit of winning games. Rink.
Jangro was the most versatile man
"The frosh squad looks wonder- Worden who did fairly well at
on the team last year, filling in for ful," Mr. Kelley said last week, Notre Dame, and is now assistant
Cassidy on defense and sparking "it should be a great help in bring- to Holovak, remarks that the posthe second line when times were ing B.C. back to the pinnacle of sible key to Jim's success this seabad. The loss of Cadigan and Cas- N.C.A.A. hockey." A host of All- son is his ability. He is quick and
sidy put a big dent in the defense, Scholastics are on the B.C. campus, clever, and always seems to get that
and if things get a little desperate, including Gerry Stonehouse and extra step on the defense. And
Jangro might be called on again. Tom Aprille.
never

By TOM HUGHES
The Boston College eleven, fresh from a victory at Marquette last
Saturday, meets a formidable foe in the form of Miami University
tomorrow afternoon.
From all forward reports the Hurricanes have a fine team, but
they are not enjoying a very successful season. Thus far they post a
1 win 2 loss record. However, they have faced a rough schedule in
Wisconsin, Baylor, and Louisiana State. They were set back by Wisconsin and L.S.U. with lopsided scores but managed to squeak by Baylor.
Therefore it is apparent that the Orange will be hungry for a victory
against the Eagles.
Boston College, however, looked more like their old selves against
Marquette, coming from behind twice to obtain victory. Mr. Holovak's
problem of a quarterback may be solved by John Amabile, who moved
the Eagle eleven well out at Milwaukee Saturday. The B.C. fans are
also getting excited about the recovery of Donny Allard. The Somerville ace has been having light workouts all week and reports that his
knee feels fine. However, the doctors are worried about his chances
to play tomorrow.
The Hurricanes have nine of their eleven starters back from last
year, including ail-American prospects Fran Curci and Gary Graves.
Curci, a southpaw, can throw very well. But his big asset comes from
his running the option, which makes him extremely dangerous.
In the backfield with Curci is Capt. Joe Plevel, last season's leading
scorer and an excellent pass receiver. At fullback Frank Bauffard provides plenty of explosive running power along with half-back Harry

Bolsheviks I.M.
Power Post 4-0

rough man with opposing linemen,
with the changes in college football
now, that one step can be the difference between victory and de-

feat."

Duggan, after two years of rela-

Two Senior Teams, the Undertakers, from Section J, and the
Bolsheviks, of Section D, are currently leading the I. M. football
league. The Bolsheviks have rolled
up the Wild Bulls, 6-0; the Playboys, 18-13; the Eagles, 6-0; and
the Assets, 14-8. Members of this
club include Fred Diorio, leading in
scoring with 4 T.D.s, Frank Malone, signal caller; small but speeding Dick Flanagan; Harry Jackson,
a hard rushing line man; Tim Cronin, freshman football coach and
outstanding end in his own right;
and two other sharp ends in the
persons of Larry Collins and Dave
Dinardi.
The Undertakers have played
only two games, beating the Seagrams, 6-0, and trouncing the
Jolly Cashiers by 20-0. They have
won three tilts by forfeit. Some
champs on this team are the Harrington boys, Larry and Charlie;
Joe Jangro; Jim Powers, and Jack
Magee. The showdown for the
championship and the jackets could
quite possibly be between these two

tive obscurity, appears to have finally made the grade. And with six
games remaining to be played, a
lot more will be heard from
well-rounded clubs.
twenty-one-year-old Jim Duggan.

HURRICANE WARNING

John Blake

TRACK RACES BACK
WITH FIVE VICTORIES
by PHIL

LANGAN

For the first time since the midforties, Boston College reigns supreme in New England Cross
Country circles. The era of mediocrity has ended and our local competitors are about to step into some
N.C.A.A. prominence. In case you
haven't been reading the Boston
journals, Coach Bill Gilligan's fleet

footmen have blasted the cleats off
Brandeis, Tufts, Bates, B. U. and
Fairfield in convincing fashion, and
appear to be headed toward an undefeated season. The one thing that
plagued the Eagles for the last few
years was lack of quantity, but the
past meets show no symptoms of
this age-old problem.
Brandeis was the first to challenge our "new look" and within
twenty-two minutes after the
starting gun went off, the Judges
were on the wrong end of a 20-37
score. Bob O'Leary notched first
place in 20:05. Jack Hurley was second in 20:10. John Joyce showed in
20:14, while Ed Quinn was fifth in
21:12. This was the only time this
year that B.C. failed to take the
top four spots.
Franklin Park's four-mile course
was the battleground, once more,
as Tufts, Bates and B. U. tried to
even B.C.'s record. However, the
"Four Horsemen" put a quick damper on these plans, crossing the finish line ahead of all opponents,
with O'Leary, Joyce, Hurley and

Quinn finishing one through four

in times of 20:37, 20:48, 21:09, and
21:38, to give B.C. a 26-49-62-75
victory.
Fairfield's vaunted outfit made a
useless excursion from Connecticut
last week and were lucky to grab a
point from our revised representatives, as they were routed, 16-45.
Again, 'it was O'Leary, Hurley,
Joyce and Quinn putting on the
speed to wrap up the top four spots
in the latest display of high calibre
running. The times were slower,
but the boys were never pressed
after the half-way mark.
The quantity of the varsity goes
deeper than the big four. Fellows
such as John Ryan, Jack McCormack, Billy and Bob Regan, and
Tom Flynn have been consistently
within the top ten positions and
give the Eagles some added protec-

tion.
In the freshman ranks, prospects
art bright and even with limited
practice, the junior campaigners
have been highly impressive.
Bill Hogan and Dick Duff have
followed the pattern of their varsity mates by finishing in one of
the top four positions in each meet.
Against Brandeis, Hogan and Duff
were one-two, while Young and
Cloherty took fourth and fifth
places respectively as B.C. earned a
20-37 victory.
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DeGraw's Stamina Anchors Line; Netmen Start Jumping;
Alert On Gridiron And Off
Veteran Squad Ready
JOE SCALLEY
In the rather sour beginning of
the football season here, Ed McGraw's solid form at guard has
been an unpleasant block to enemy backs. Ed's maintenance of
sound body has enabled him to
stabilize a steady first line. While
other members of the team have
been sustaining torn knees, muscles,
and spleens, Ed has emerged from
the ferocious games and even more
ferocious practice sessions intact.
Perhaps Ed might volunteer a few
secrets to better health that anyone concerned might heed.
Edward J. DeGraw is a tall,
blond, crew-cutted youth, with
chiselled features and an easy
smile. Three days out of five, Ed
is occupied with chemistry lab unBy

til late afternoon. He appears for

practice around four. Ed has to do
a very quick change in order to
accouter himself for the crushing
routine to follow. So, necessarily,
Ed's comments and tips to good

health were rather abbreviated,

but still useful. With a little prod-

ding, Ed began to furnish some
information about himself.
"I went to school all over the
country, growing up, because my
father is an officer in the Coast
Guard. I played high school ball in
Missouri and graduated from Norwich Academy in Connecticut in
1955. I was never an all-star or
anything special there."
"Why did you decide on BC?"

"They gave me a scholarship."
Ed looked up with a close, friendly smile. The bulky leather and
cloth pads on his shoulders looked
naked without their jersey covering. He went on, "I'm majoring in
Chemistry. It's kind of roug h with
all the labs conflicting with practice
Well, I'd like to enter
O.C.S. when I graduate and maybe
after that, I'd go into chemistry
on the executive level." His grin
turned into a laugh with the last
remark.
"Yes, the schedule is kind of
rough, but I think we can hold
our own. This is a good club. We
rebounded in Milwaukee the other
night. The freshman line I like a

Now

.. .

.. .

lot. They're very good." At this
point Ed straightened out his 6-2
By JERRY FITZGIBBON
frame, and, cleats in hand, strode
The football season has not yet
out the tiled corridor, and out into leached the half-way point, and
the sunlight of the day to lace up already basketball has begun to
the high-cut shoes on the long occupy its share of the sports
pages. If rushing the season is
bench.
"You've been free of injuries ever permissible, we are within our
this year, Ed. What's the secret?" rights at this time. The year after
Here was the key. Ed nudged his the team compiles a 16-6 record,
roommate Jerry Hovdra, who was and participates in the NCAA
just finishing the lacing chore, and tournament, a sports editor can't
help but grow a bit anxious. Quessmiled;
"It's my superb physical condi- tions like "How many lettermen
tion." Then both roommates laughgraduated?", "What teams comed. Ed continued after his chuckle. prise this year's schedule?", and
"I do a lot of skiing at Mt. Snow "Does that seven-footer on campus
in the winter. Next to this football, play basketball?" keep running
I'd say skiing is my favorite sport." through his mind. No wonder he
"Maybe that keeps you in shape." dispatches a reporter to cover

Ed's blond head bobbed up from
its crouch over the shoe, and, the
lacing finished, he stood up and
started to walk to the practice
field and the jumping calisthenics.
Jerry Hovdra then volunteered,
"Ed's going to make Ail-American this year, he's real good." The
tall blond smiled at his roommate

and then said

goodbye.

basketball news as soon as the first
bounced basketball breaks the silence in the new gymnasium.
So it happened that Monday
afternoon we asked Coach Martin
if he would answer a few questions
which had come to mind as we
looked ahead to what he later called
the "toughest schedule ever." He
graciously consented. It was too

all America sees the one that*a truly new!

early in the year, however, to answer very definitely. The varsity
team had held only two practice
sessions. The Frosh had not yet
assembled for the first time. No
cuts had been made of the 27 candidates out to fill those starting
positions left open by the departure of Harrington and Lyons. Except for last year's statistics, there
was very little to go on.
In the course of our chat, Coach
Martin steered clear of both optimism and pessimism. He hazarded no predictions. There was no
boasting of the great achievements
this \u25a0 year's team could realize.
George Giersch's pneumonia, and
the strength of Navy, Villanova,
and St. Bonaventure are sobering
facts indeed. Merrimack and Stonehill are merely memories. But on
the other hand, there was no Leahyism. Coach Martin evinced, by
his calm, matter-of-fact tone, the
understandable confidence of a
coach whose tournament team had
lost only two men through graduation. The return of Captain
George Giersch, 6-4, who averaged
14.3 points per game, and speedy
Jack Magee, 6-1, who averaged
14.2 points per game, in the backcourt are enough to make any
coach confident. At center senior
Barry McGrath, 6-5, will again be
the biggest single factor in BC's
efforts to offset the rebounding
strength of some of the bigger opponents.

Coach Martin considers

the gravest problem he
faces. McGrath scored 200 points
in 20 games last season.
The two graduates, Jack Harrington and Paul Lyons, amassed
553 points between them. Finding
suitable replacements for them
would appear to be no simple matter. But the Eagles are blessed

height

with remarkable depth. Seniors
Bob Latkany, 5-10, Jim Power, 6-3,
and Joe Manning, 6-5, and Juniors
Jack Schoppmeyer, 5-11, and Rudy
Yon Burg, 6-6, are lettermen with
ability to play effectively in the

regular line-up.
Members of last year freshman
quintet, however, have eyes for the
same position. The Frosh lost but
one game in nineteen. Kevin
Loughery, 6-3, Ray Falvey, 6-0,
Chuck Chevalier, 5-11, Frank
Quinn, 6-4, and Dick Schaller, 6-6,
all averaged 10 or more points per

game for that great team. They intend to do the same thing for the
varsity. No one doubts they are
capable of doing just that. Moreover, newcomers have been known
to pull surprises. The positions are
wide open. It will be three weeks
to a month before a varsity starting line-up will be announced.

Like all '59 Chevies, the Impala Sport Sedan has Safety Plate Glass all around.

NEW ENGLAND'S

It's shaped to the new American taste. It brings you more spaciousness and comfort ivith a new
Body by Fislter. It has a new kind of finish. New bigger brakes. Vast new areas of visibility.
New Hi-Thrift 6. It's new right down to the tires!

FASTEST GROWING
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
\u2666

Chevy's all new for the second
straight year! Here with a fresh
Slimline design that brings entirely new poise and proportion
to automobile styling. Inside the
new and roomier Body by Fisher
you'll find truly tasteful elegance.
And you'll have clear seeing from
every seat. The new Vista-Panoramie windshield curves overhead?windows are bigger, too.

When you take the wheel, you
find Chevy's newness goes down
deep. A new steering ratio makes
handling easier than ever. New
suspension engineering gives
you a smoother, more stable
ride. There's a new Hi-Thrift
6 that goes and goes on a gallon
of gas. Vim-packed VB's. New
and bigger brakes. Even tougher,
safer Tyrex cord tires.

There's still more! A new finish
thatkeeps its shine without waxing or polishing for up to three
years. Impressive new Impala
models. Wonderful new wagons
?including one with a rear-facing rear seat. And, with all that's
new, you'll find those fine Chevrolet virtues of economy and
practicality. Stop in now and see
the '59 Chevrolet.
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BROS.
Printers
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL
GL 8-6333

ALL NEW ALL OVER AGAIN!
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The Bald Eagle

THE ERA OF THE IRON MAJOR
By

Fordham, Alleghany, Haskell, Marquette and Vermont showed some
fancy passing by McKenney and Darling, with O'Connell outstanding
on pass reception. In the first meeting with Syracuse, the Eagles were
downed 10-0 by the team possessing the fastest backfield in the East.
/ Men who were to lead Boston College to its second Eastern
(Championship in a few years, appeared for the first time during the
1925 season. They included Al Weston, Warren McGuirk, Tom Smith,
and Paddy Creeden. The Eagles were playing colleges from far and
wide now, since they were becoming too powerful for New England
which they had formerly played. This led to contests with strong,
yet little-known colleges such as Alleghany and West Virginia. The
latter, defeated only twice in four years, upset B.C.'s hopes for an undefeated season in '25 by earning a 20-0 victory.

BOB HART

The Maroon and Gold had lost the services of one of its gridiron
greats in 1921 when Fitzpatrick graduated. The following season, however, a Minnesota blond named Chuck Darling took over where "Fitzie"
left off and for the next four seasons turned out splendid football from
all positions in the backfield, being chosen All-American quarterback,
by some, and as fullback by others. His punting was tremendous, his
running amazing, and his speed like that of lightning. His success
story was not limited to the gridiron by any means. His lifetime
academic record was over 95 per cent, and as a center-fielder in baseball, he was outstanding
The first, game' of the '21 season saw this freshman in a scintillating 70 yard touchdown run on a punt reception against 8.U., a feat
which he repeated the following week against Providence College.
The first inter-sectional game ever played by B. C. occurred in
1921, when the Eagles traveled to Dallas for a game with Baylor. It
was the dedication game of what was later to become known as the
Cotton Bowl. The "Iron Major's" team won a reputation for Boston
College in the southwest by scoring a 23 to 7 victory over the Bears.
The splendid running of Jimmie Liston, coupled with the steady gains
of Matthews, Kelleher and Patten, brought B.C. three touchdowns
against a club that featured hidden ball tricks and flashy offense. The
day's success was marred by a broken leg suffered by Chuck Darling,
putting an end to his playing days for the season.
A superior Detroit squad squelched B.C.'s thirteen game winningstreak by scoring a 28-0 victory the following week. Comerford, Liston,
and Matthews played outstanding football against the strong Detroit
team. The game took a heavy toll in injuries to the Eagles. Patten
suffered a broken leg, thus leaving the squad without a strong punter
for the Fordham game, which ended in a scoreless tic.
The Marietta game featured an unsuccessful attack by the Ohio
team, as the Maroon and Gold turned them back 14-0. Georgetown and
Holy Cross completed the season by scoring successive victories over

.

The "Iron Major" had an undefeated squad in his final season at
the Heights in '26. Five of the games were shutouts, with a 6to score
being run up against St. Louis, the highest to that day. The opposition
scored but 34 points all season as opposed to 222 points tallied by the
Maroon and Gold. A thrilling game with the Haskell Indians resulted
in a 21-21 score, with the Indians scoring all their points in the fourth
swan song ended in a scoreless tic with Holy
dinner
football
after the game turned out to be a testiCrossZ/rhe
B.C.'s original Darling, Chuck
monial to the colorful "Iron Major", who moved on to Fordham the
by name.
following season. His eig-ht seasons at the Heights had been filled with
of the Eastern championship team stirring moments and success.
in 1928, and Joe Kozlowsky, an AllAt his death in 1933, a New York newspaper had this to say of
Eastern tackle, starred throughout
the season.
a martinet,
the great Cay: "The Iron Major" was unique in football
Kozlowsky captained the '24 perhaps
a haidboiled campaigner and a hard loser, he was never
squad, Coach Cavanaugh's plea for
he grew up in a fierce, hard-boiled
lacking in humorous reactions
a freshman squad was answered
word
"quit"
school.
The
was
never
in his vocabulary." In the minds
this year when a freshman schedule
B.C.
Grattan O'Connell, who was a welcome addition to the "Iron was arranged for the first time and hearts of those men who played under him, the "Iron Major" will
Major's" 1922 squad, held the distinct honor of starting every game since 1910. Wins over Providence, never be forgotten.
for four years. An All-Eastern end in 1924, he is believed by many to
»
have blocked more punts and recovered more fumbles than anyone in
the history of B.C. football. The Connecticut iron man and honor student turned out to be one of the Eagles' Ail-Time Immortals.
The 1922 squad saw the great Jack Heaphy return to the center
position after being out of school for a year. He had been elected captain for a second time but resigned in the belief that the honor should
go to a member of the '21 club. Fullback Bill Kelleher was then se-

...

...

...

lected to succeed Heaphy.
The off-tackle power plays for which the "Iron Major's" squads
were famous aided the '22 team in wins over 8.U., Fordham, Baylor
(33-0), Canisius, Holy Cross, and Villanova in the first meeting with
the Pennsylvanians. The new backfield featured Bill Cronin, who was
fast in a broken field, "Plaster" Ward, who opened up the line with
powerful drives, and the indomitable Chuck Darling, whose fame
continued to grow.
During 1923 the Eagle eleven was scored upon only twice, running
up a total of 167 points against 14 for the opposition. An undefeated
season was marred by a close 7-6 loss to Marquette. With Darling as
captain, the Eagles gained wide acclaim and drew the largest crowd
in Boston up to that time when some 47,000 fans filled Braves Field
for the 8.C.-Holy Cross classic. Joe McKenney, later to become coach

BERMUDA
Sign up early and receive an extra half-day on the island
during all-college week. Fly both ways and thereby have
more time for island pursuits. The trip will cost approximately
$160.00. For further information and free brochure contact
JACK O'LEARY

THE HEIGHTS, BOSTON COLLEGE, CHESTNUT HILL 67, MASS.
DE 2-3200

SO 6-7660

Ext. 391

ON NOVEMBER 6
Have you a date for the Weekend?

.... football
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game, dance or are your

parents or

If you really

friends visiting?

want to treat

them right bring them

Hotel 128 for luncheon or dinner. Dining Room
open 12 to 2 and 6 to 9 p.m.; Sundays 12 to 9 p.m.
Coffee Shop 7 a.m. to midnight.
to
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9 miles from Boston College

at

HD"te 128 at 1, South
DED HAM, MASS.
the intersection
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a UCRL staff member will be on campus
to answer your questions about employment
opportunities at the Laboratory.
Our scientists and engineers, with outstanding achievements
in the field of nuclear research, are currently at work on
diversified projects such as:

U

?
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]

propulsion systems
? Controlled thermonuclear reactions

L

1

?

M

Nuclear devices

? Basic particle physics
? Nuclear powered ramjet
(now unclassified)

Ballroom Dancing Saturday Evenings.
Larry Cooper's Orchestra.
Couples only.
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D. KENT EATON, JR., General Manager
For information and reservation

M
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NEW! CONVENIENT! MODERN!

Complete hotel facilities. 101 bedrooms, single from $8,
double from $11. Free Parking.

j

M
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Engineering and scientific application
of nuclear explosives to mining,
excavations, and power

The finest facilities, and encouragement to exercise creative
thinking and imagination, are offered qualified graduates interested in research careers.
Call your placement office

??

for an appointment.
university

op

CALIFORNIA RADIATION
farkehy and livermoro, California
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Minneapolis Pastor
Chides Lay Lethargy
"As Christians

we
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1958

Ed. Honor Society
Holds Banquet

have a double

The Dramatic Society has anThe Alpha and Omega Honor
Society at the School of Education nounced its annual one act playheld its annual banquet last Tues- writing contest for both underday night at which D. Leo C. graduate and graduate students.
Donahue, '29, Superintendent of The
prizes for the best plays are
Schools in Somerville, received an
honorary membership in the so- $50, $25 and $15 respectively. The
deadline for submission of manciety.
Receiving their membership pins uscripts to the Dramatic Society
at the dinner were Madeline Col- is December 15th.
lins, President; Mary Miller, SecAll forms of one act plays are
retary-Treasurer; Brenda Jackson,
Rosemary Pashby, Jean McGuig- acceptable and a thirty minute
gin, John Paris, and Eugene Prior. running time is suggested. All
The main address was delivered plays submitted will be eligible for
by Dr. Gerald MacDonald who described the workings of the Honors production in next semester's One
Program in the School of Educa- Act Play Festival whether the
tion.
plays are prize winners or not.

duty to do on earth", stated Reverend Alfred Longley at an assembly of the Senior Class of the
School of Education last Friday.

He continued that Catholics should

give praise to God and spread the
Catholic Faith to those who do not

know of it. The latter, he added,
"is not reserved only for priests
but is also for lay Catholics."
Father Longley, pastor of Saint
Richard's Parish in Minneapolis,
asked help from all present to staff
the parochial school in his parish.
He described his school and parish
as "living the daily liturgy of the
Catholic Church". Matins, Lauds,
Little Hours, Vespers and Compline
are recited daily with many parishioners participating.
It was noted that many persons
were needed to work, not only in
Saint Richard's Parish but in all
sections of the United States and
the world. If any student is interested in devoting one year of his
life to the mission of the Lay
Apostolate he may contact Reverend William Leonard, S.J., at Saint
Mary's

Hall.

Sub Turri Payments

Within the next two weeks collections will begin for the yearbook, the Sub Turri. The cost of
the book is $15 per copy which is
payable in three payments. The
first $5 shall be due by November
30th. You are asked to observe the

following regulations when making
your payment:
1) give money only to the authorized Sub Turri representative
in your section.
2) always demand a receipt.
3) be sure that the amount paid
coincides with the amount
written on the receipt.
4) keep all receipts until delivery
of book.

Stylus Art Exhibit
(Continued from Page 1)
hibit of "Modern German Prints"
loaned by the Smithsonian Institution. This collection of works by
leading contemporary German artists was presented by the West
German government to the American people, and has been shown in
several museums.
All the exhibits, to be held in
Alumnae Lounge, Lyons Hall, will
be open to the public.

Rev. Paul FitzGerald, S.J., Dean of the Graduate School of Arts &
Sciences and Education discusses with Dr. Carlton J. H. Hayes his
forthcoming lecture, one of the Coe Lectures on American Civilization.

COE LECTURES

Georgetown, Williams,
State and Columbia.

(Continued from Page 1)

the Army Intelligence Corps, he
returned to Columbia where soon
he was to be appointed to the Seth
Law Chair of History. Largely a
result of his historical research, his
conversion to the Faith occurred in
1920. In 1924 he was appointed by
President Roosevelt ambassador to
Spain. Upon his return to the U. S.
in 1945 he set to work on his widely
acclaimed masterpiece, "Wartime
Mission in Spain." Among his long
list of truly scholarly works are included: "A Generation of Materialism 1871-1900", "A Political and
Cultural History of Modern Europe", "Modern Europe to 1870",
"Contemporary Europe Since 1870",
and "Christianity and Western Civilization".
Besides being one of the foremost historians of the country, Dr.
Hayes is now Professor Emeritus
of Columbia, Past President of both
the American Historical Association and Catholic Historical Association, a member of the American
Philosophical Society and the
Academy of Political Science and
trustee of the New York Historical
Society. For a number of years he
has served on the editorial council
of Commonweal. He has been on
the faculty of Notre Dame, Mar-

Can you honestly say you never imitate
c manner an executive or leader
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Are you entirely confident that you
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These Coe lectures in American
Civilization will be held at the
Bapst Library Auditorium at 4 p.m.
on the day indicated. Admission
free.

Sch. of Ed. Council
Chooses Officers

N. V.,
the student with
dent; Carol Green, '60, Treasurer; the opportunity of spending his
Sheila Nugent, '61, Secretary.
junior year in France at the University of Aix-Marseille. The proPlans were made for the Annual gram, approved for veterans is deBarn Social which will be held in signed for American undergraduate students who would like to
Campion Hall, December 12th.
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Have you ever thought seriously of
spending a long period alone somewhere
writing, painting or getting some
major independent task done?

I|

When faced with a long, detailed job,
do you try hard to find a simpler way
of doing it; before getting started?

|
lyes|1^Jno[^
1

.. .

If you have... chances are you're a VICEROY smoker.
The fact is men and women wbo think for them-

'

Woodrow Wilson...Late October
or early November; deadline
November 30, 1958
Rhodes
November 5, 1958
October 31, 1958
Marshall

Do you always look at the directions
before using a complicated
new appliance?

' smoke VICEROY. Their reasons? Best in
selves usually

§1

dents who wish to study abroad.
Eligibility requirements are as follows: the student must be an
American citizen, must have a
Bachelor's degree or it equivalent,
must have the language ability to
carry on his proposed study, must
be in good health, possess a good
academic record, and a proven capacity for independent study.
For further information the student may write to the Institute of
International Education, 1 East

new conditions?

ONLY VICEROY HA S A THINKING MAN'S FILTER

lh

The third program, the Institute
of International Education, offers
165 scholarships for graduate stu-

Do you enjoy adapting yourself to

I
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The Man Who Thinks
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In going to the movies, do you consult
the reviews first rather than just
take "pot luck"?

JBP wl

study abroad and have their marks
transferred to their home universities. The cost for the entire year
is no more than the cost of the
average American college. The
courses, dealing with Social Studies and the Humanities, are given
in English.
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At present there are three proavailable to Boston College
students enabling them to see Europe and broaden their education.
The first program, the American Student Information Service,
has as its primary function the
providing of jobs for college students during the summer in Europe. The majority of these jobs
provide farm or resort work, and
in these two fields, free room and
board are usually provided. Travel
to Europe and back is at the reduced rate of $350 to $400, whether
the trip is taken by ship or plane.
Qualifications for the program are
as follows: the applicant must become a member of ASIS, he must
grams

supply ASIS, whose headquarters
are at Josef-Ludwig-Strasse 4a,
Limburg 1 Fahn, Germany, with
his name, university address, age,
sex, course of study, previous work
The Women's Council of the experience, dates through which he 67th Street, New York 21, New
wishes to work, and his first two
School of Education conducted their choices of country and type of York.
fall meeting on October 15th. Of- work.
Applications for the followThe Institute for American Unificers elected at the meeting are:
ing Scholarships must be subJeanne McGuiggin, '59, President; versities, whose address is French mitted before the dates given:
Center, 972 Fifth Avenue,
Karen Moynihan, '60, Vice-Presi- Cultural
Danforth
November 1, 1958
provides

When driving or walking for some
distance, do you like taking short
Cuts rat^er tnan a l° n ger route you
know will get you where you're going?

Wimi:

Michigan

His enormous store of historical
knowledge, his deep insights into
the trends and problems of history
and his wide and impressive background is evidence enough that we
are due for a very rewarding afternoon, while his vigorous style of
lecturing, spotted with his tickling
dry humor, will make it a very enjoyable one.

y£s

would not get "lost" if you worked
for a large firm?

As«,,

Summer Jobs In Europe
Available To Students

quette, Niagara, Fordham, Detroit,

Do You Think for
*

Drama Club Holds
Playwriting Contest
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HAVE ANSWERED YES TO 6OF THESE
QUESTIONS, YOU ARE A PERSON WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF!

/
/
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